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Tom Hierck has been an educator since 1983, in a career that has spanned all
year levels and included many roles in public education. His experiences as a
teacher, school leader, department of education project leader and executive
director have provided a unique context for his education philosophy. Tom is a
compelling presenter, infusing his message of hope with strategies culled from
the real world. He understands that educators face unprecedented challenges
and knows which strategies will best serve learning communities. Tom has
presented to schools across North America and internationally, imparting a
message of celebration for educators seeking to make a diﬀerence in the lives
of students.
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• Early and Intensive
• Diagnostic and Targeted
• Monitoring to Ensure that Students are Responding to Intervention
…dependent on exceptionally-sound structures and cultures.
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Students with LOW motive to succeed
and HIGH motive to avoid failure are
failure avoiders (seek easy work).
Students with LOW motive to succeed
and LOW avoid failure accept failure.

Work to reduce fear of failure:
Stress that mistakes can be overcome
and are less important than students’
hard work and drive to succeed.

What beliefs
are desirable?

What beliefs
are not
productive?

What can we
do to help?

Students are motivated to succeed
AND/OR to avoid failure

What
motivates
students?

Most successful students have HIGH
motive to succeed combined with LOW
motive to avoid failure. Students who are
HIGH on both (success and avoiding
failure) are hard-working but also
stressed.

Motives
Atkinson, Covington

Questions…

Students who believe that success is due
to EFFORT (internal, unstable) may feel
guilt when they don’t try hard enough
and will try harder. Students who believe
success is internal, stable (ABILITY) are
motivated if they are successful
(because they believe they are smart).
Students who believe success is internal,
(ABILITY) BUT who are NOT
successful, feel NOT smart and get
depressed when they fail because they
feel they can’t improve. Students who
believe cause is external and stable feel
that prejudice is the cause of their failure
that it will never change & get angry.
Students who believe cause is external
and unstable feel that it is luck, get
frustrated by inability to influence
change or know the outcome.
Focus on effort (internal, can change) as
the reason for success:
Stress that success & intelligence can be
formed through hard work and effort.

Students can believe success is due to
External or Internal forces that can
change or cannot change

Attribution for Success
Weiner
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Identify students’ beliefs and help to
make those beliefs more positive:
How do they perceive they are judged?
What do they believe they can do?

Students with LOW outcome
expectations and LOW self-efficacy
results in giving up and feeling there is
no chance to success. Students with low
self-efficacy and high outcome
expectations become depressed and may
give up because they feel they cannot
live up to the expectations held for them.

Self-Efficacy
Bandura
Students are motivated by outcome
expectation (how they perceive that they
will be judged) and self-efficacy (belief
that they can do something well)
Students with HIGH outcome
expectations and HIGH self-efficacy feel
confident and capable. Students with
high self-efficacy BUT low outcome
expectations may initially be successful
but eventually may begin to doubt self
and become less successful
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I plan how to use my time and
adjust when needed.

I change my study environment so
I can concentrate.

I ask questions, & seek assistance
and support when I need help.

I set regular goals and I evaluate
my work to determine progress
towards meeting my goals.

Time
Management

Physical
Environment

Social
Environment

Performance

I use different study methods for
different types of assignments and
tests.

I understand how motivation
works and I can self-motivate
when I need to.

Self-Awareness
of Motivation
Beliefs

Learning
Strategies

Desired Behavior

Element

What students may do

Successful strategies you have used…
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Performance

I ask questions, & seek
assistance and support when
I need help.
I set regular goals and I
evaluate my work to
determine progress towards
meeting my goals.

Skills Evaluation
(Eisenberger et al.)
The Objective Test Taking Cycle
Setting & reflecting on Goals
Test-Taking Critique
(Eisenberger et al.)

Work with students to establish
regular goals that are incremental and
developmentally appropriate.

Study Environments
Improving Attention & Concentration
(Dembo)

(Previous page) Characteristics and cues/prompts
Negative Self- Talk
(Dembo)
7 Flaws of Human Memory (next page)
Thinking Skills Scale
Strategies Critical for Success
(Eisenberger et al.)
Framework for Learning
(Eisenberger et al.)
Time-Management Plan
Challenging Irrational Beliefs
(Dembo)

Resources

Establish a culture that welcomes
mistakes as a natural part of learning.

Make explicit why you establish
certain physical environments in your
classroom.

I change my study
environment so I can
concentrate.

Physical
Environment

Social
Environment

Embed timelines/benchmarks and
revisit those timelines in daily work,
ongoing lessons, assignments and
projects.

I use different study methods
for different types of
assignments and tests.

Learning
Strategies

I plan how to use my time
and adjust when needed.

I understand how motivation
works and I can selfmotivate when I need to.

Self-Awareness
of Motivation
Beliefs

Suggestions for improving selfregulatory skills…
Use language that affirms positive
motivational beliefs (motives,
attribution for success, self-efficacy).
Make explicit the learning strategies
you use (when modeling during
instruction) as well as the strategies
most successful with a given task.

Time
Management

Desired Behavior

Element
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RELATED RESOURCES
Available from Hawker Brownlow Education
Qty

Code

Title

Price

HB7897

Collaborative Systems of Support: Learning for All

$35.95

HB5000

I Am The Future + What Do You Make Bundle

$15.95

HB5077

I Am The Future: A Book About Students and Those Who Teach Them

HB5002

I Am The Future: A Book About Students and Those Who Teach Them (Set of 5)

$39.95

SOT2301

Pyramid of Behavior Interventions: Seven Keys to a Positive Learning Environment

$27.95

BKD8474

RTI Roadmap for School Leaders: Plan and Go

$45.95

SOT0508

Seven Keys to a Positive Learning Environment in Your Classroom

$32.95

SOT0478

Starting a Movement: Building Culture From the Inside Out in Professional Learning
Communities

$41.95

SOT0522

Strategies for Mathematics Instruction and Intervention, 6-8

$42.95

SOT0515

Strategies for Mathematics Instruction and Intervention, K-5

$42.95

SOT0539

Uniting Academic and Behavior Interventions: Solving the Skill or Will Dilemma

$42.95

HB5152

What Do You Make? A Book for and About Teachers

HB5001

What Do You Make? A Book For and About Teachers (Set of 5)

$9.95
SOT0508 • $32.95

SOT0478 • $41.95

HB7897 • $35.95

BKD8474 • $45.95

SOT0515 • $42.95

SOT0522 • $42.95

SOT0539 • $42.95

SOT2301 • $27.95

$9.95
$39.95

Total (plus freight) $

HB5152 • $9.95

HB5001 • $39.95

HB5000 • $15.95
HB5077 • $9.95

HB5002 • $39.95
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Name of School .............................................................................................
Address .........................................................................................................
.................................................................... State ....................P/Code .........
Country ........................................................................................................
Email: ...........................................................................................................
Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about
future workshops, conferences and the latest publications.
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• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into New Zealand dollars ($NZD)
so that you can pay by cheque or credit card in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difﬁcult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our website <www.
hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view the ﬁrst few pages of the
book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept undamaged
returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for ﬁrm sale only and will not be sent on approval. Please be aware
that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 within Australia
and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

To place an order or to ﬁnd out more about our resources visit

www.hbe.com.au
Do you want to know all about the latest professional development events in your area? Be the ﬁrst to ﬁnd out about new releases from world-renowned and local authors with the HBE e-newsletter! Upcoming
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